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Abstract

Objective

Between the years 1993 and 2008, mortality rates from coronary heart disease (CHD) in the

Slovak Republic have decreased by almost one quarter. However, this was a smaller

decline than in neighbouring countries. The aim of this modelling study was therefore to

quantify the contributions of risk factor changes and the use of evidence-based medical

therapies to the CHD mortality decline between 1993 and 2008.

Methods

We identified, obtained and scrutinised the data required for the model. These data detailed

trends in the major population cardiovascular risk factors (smoking, blood pressure, total

cholesterol, diabetes prevalence, body mass index (BMI) and physical activity levels), and

also the uptake of all standard CHD treatments. The main data sources were official statis-

tics (National Health Information Centre and Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic) and

national representative studies (AUDIT, SLOVAKS, SLOVASeZ, CINDI, EHES, EHIS). The

previously validated IMPACT policy model was then used to combine and integrate these

data with effect sizes from published meta-analyses quantifying the effectiveness of specific

evidence-based treatments, and population-wide changes in cardiovascular risk factors.

Results were expressed as deaths prevented or postponed (DPPs) attributable to risk factor

changes or treatments. Uncertainties were explored using sensitivity analyses.

Results

Between 1993 and 2008 age-adjusted CHD mortality rates in the Slovak Republic (SR)

decreased by 23% in men and 26% in women aged 25–74 years. This represented some

1820 fewer CHD deaths in 2008 than expected if mortality rates had not fallen. The IMPACT
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model explained 91% of this mortality decline. Approximately 50% of the decline was attrib-

utable to changes in acute phase and secondary prevention treatments, particularly acute

and chronic treatments for heart failure (�12%), acute coronary syndrome treatments

(�9%) and secondary prevention following AMI and revascularisation (�8%). Changes in

CHD risk factors explained approximately 41% of the total mortality decrease, mainly reflect-

ing reductions in total serum cholesterol. However, other risk factors demonstrated adverse

trends and thus generated approximately 740 additional deaths.

Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that approximately half the CHD mortality fall recently observed in

the SR may be attributable to the increased use of evidence-based treatments. However,

the adverse trends observed in all the major cardiovascular risk factors (apart from total cho-

lesterol) are deeply worrying. They highlight the need for more energetic population-wide

prevention policies such as tobacco control, reducing salt and industrial trans fats content in

processed food, clearer food labelling and regulated marketing of processed foods and sug-

ary drinks.

Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are still the leading cause of death worldwide [1]. However, in recent

decades, mortality rates from CHD have halved in the European Union and other high income

countries [2–4]. Similar mortality declines have also been observed in Central Europe, particu-

larly in the Czech Republic [5], Poland [6,7], Hungary [8,9] and Austria [10], although these

did not start until the 1990s.

However, the CHD mortality decline in the Slovak Republic (SR) has been smaller and

slower than many of its central European neighbours [4,11]. Between the years 1993–2008

age-adjusted CHD mortality rates in Slovakia decreased by just 23% in men (from 344.6 per

100 000 to 263.76 per 100 000) and by 26% in women (from 130.90 per 100 000 to 96.67 per

100 000) aged 25–74 years (Figure A and Table B in S1 Appendix). Explaining these trends is

therefore important to help guide more effective public health actions.

The IMPACT model [12,13] has been used to explore CHD trends in more than 20 coun-

tries including Poland [7] and the Czech Republic [5]. The objective of current modelling

study was to use the IMPACT model for explaining most of the fall in CHD mortality in Slovak

population aged 25–74 between 1993 and 2008.

Methods

To explain the changes in CHD mortality in Slovakia (ages 25–74) between 1993 and 2008 we

used the IMPACT model, previously validated for example in the UK [14,15], Sweden [16],

the Czech Republic [5], Poland [7] and elsewhere [13]. Descriptions of the model are detailed

in S1 Appendix. In brief, the model aims to be comprehensive, incorporating all major cardio-

vascular risk factors, including systolic blood pressure (SBP), total cholesterol (TC), diabetes

(DM), smoking, overweight and obesity (expressed as BMI) and physical inactivity (PA), plus

all usual evidence based treatments for CHD and heart failure (HF). All available Slovak data

sources were therefore systematically identified and critically reviewed as inputs in the Slovak

IMPACT model. The analysis was confined to adults aged between 25–74 years. Age and sex
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specific mortality (ICD-10: I20 –I25 and I50, see S1 Appendix for more details) and demo-

graphic data were provided by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic. Age and sex specific

numbers of patients with CHD as well as age and sex specific numbers of patients undergoing

percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) and coronary artery bypass grafting

(CABG), proportions of patients treated with evidence based treatments (statins, antihyperten-

sive drugs, aspirin, β-blockers, thrombolysis) as well as the prevalence and mean values of

selected risk factors were obtained either from routine statistics (National Health Information

Centre) or from cross-sectional national and local studies; country representative surveys

(CINDI [17], EHES [17], EHIS [18], AUDIT [19], SLOVAKS [20], SLOVASeZ [21], see S1

Appendix for more details on these surveys) and other modelling studies [22]. Expert opinions

were also elicited where objective data were deficient. All assumptions and estimations are

detailed in S1 Appendix.

Estimating the number of deaths prevented or postponed

In order to estimate the number of deaths prevented or postponed over the period of interest,

we subtracted the number of deaths from CHD expected in 2008 if the 1993 mortality rates

had persisted, from the number of deaths actually observed in 2008 (see Example A in S1

Appendix). We then used the IMPACT methodology to estimate the proportions of that total

number of DPPs that could be attributed to the use of treatments and to changes in cardiovas-

cular risk factors. All estimates were stratified by age and gender.

Benefits from treatments

Data on the clinical effectiveness of each intervention and therapy were based on the most

recent meta-analyses and large randomized clinical trials (see Table D in S1 Appendix).

The number of DPPs as a result of each individual intervention in each group of CHD

patients in the year 2008 was then calculated by multiplying the number of patients in each

diagnostic group by their baseline case-fatality rate over 1 year, the proportion of these patients

receiving a specific treatment, and the relative reduction in one–year case-fatality by the treat-

ment (see Example B in S1 Appendix).

In 1993, several evidence-based treatments were not used in Slovakia (e.g. statins, or pri-

mary angioplasty in acute myocardial infarction). However, in some cases the use of some

drugs or procedures in 1993 was not negligible (e.g. antihypertensive treatment or aspirin in

acute myocardial infarction). In such cases, in order to obtain the net benefit, the number of

DPPs as a result of the therapy as used in 1993 was calculated and subtracted from the number

calculated for 2008. Only net DPPs are shown in results tables.

Compliance was assumed to be 100% among hospital patients, 70% among symptomatic

community patients and 50% among asymptomatic community patients [23]. To avoid double

counting of patients, it was necessary to identify potential overlaps between different groups of

patients. Assumptions concerning these overlaps are presented in Table I in S1 Appendix. To

quantify the relative reduction in case-fatality rate for individual patients receiving multiple

treatments, we used the conventional Mant and Hicks cumulative relative benefit approach [24].

Risk factors changes and their impact on CHD mortality

Two approaches were used to calculate the numbers of DPPs as a result of changes in risk fac-

tors. We used a regression approach for risk factors expressed as continuous data, i.e. SBP, TC

concentration and BMI. The number of DPPs due to change in risk factor was then calculated

as the product of the number of CHD deaths expected in the final year (2008) if the baseline

year (1993) mortality persisted, the change in risk factor level and the regression coefficient
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(published in literature) quantifying the change in CHD mortality per unit of absolute change

in that risk factor (see Example C in S1 Appendix).

The effect of changes in the prevalence of smoking, DM and PA was estimated using a pop-

ulation attributable risk fraction approach. In this method, the number of expected CHD

deaths in the final year if the baseline year mortality persisted was multiplied by the difference

between the population-attributable risk fraction in 1993 and that in 2008 (see Example D in

S1 Appendix).

We assumed that there was no further synergy between the treatment and risk factor sec-

tions of the model, or between the major risk factors because the regression coefficients and

relative risks for each risk factor were each independent. DPPs as a result of risk factor changes

were then systematically quantified for each patient group. Lag times between risk factor rate

change and event rate change were not explicitly modelled. We assumed, as in other countries,

that any time lag would be relatively unimportant over a period of sixteen years (1993–2008)

[25]. All results were rounded to the nearest multiple of five.

Model validation: Comparison of estimated with observed mortality

changes

The model produces estimates of the total number of CHD DPPs attributable to each treat-

ment and changes in specific risk factors. These estimates were then added up and compared

with the observed changes in mortality for men and women in each specific age group. Any

shortfall in the overall model estimate was then presumed to reflect imprecision in model or

other unmeasured risk factors.

Sensitivity analyses

All the above assumptions were tested in a multi-way sensitivity analysis using the analysis of

extremes methods [26]. For each model parameter, a lower and upper value was assigned

using 95% confidence intervals where available, or otherwise using ± 20% values (for patient

numbers, treatment uptake, and compliance). More detailed information concerning the

methodology is provided in Example F in S1 Appendix.

Results

Deaths prevented or postponed

The observed decline in CHD mortality rates in the Slovak population aged 25–74 years since

1993, resulted in some 1820 fewer CHD deaths in 2008 (1205 in men and 615 in women).

Treatments benefits

All treatments combined accounted for approximately 915 fewer deaths (some 520 in men and

395 in women aged 25–74 years), representing about 50% of the overall mortality decrease.

Estimated numbers of DPPs in men and women resulting from medical and surgical treat-

ments in 2008 are summarised in Table 1 and detailed in Table K in S1 Appendix. The largest

mortality reductions came from heart failure treatments in hospital and in the community

which resulted in approximately 210 fewer deaths in 2008 (12% of the observed mortality

reduction). Initial treatments for acute myocardial infarction or unstable angina generated

about 165 fewer deaths, 9% of the observed fall. Secondary prevention therapies after myocar-

dial infarction or revascularization explained 150 (8%) fewer deaths. Chronic angina treat-

ments explained 80 (4%) fewer deaths. Hypertension treatments explained approximately 145

(8%) DPPs and statins for primary prevention explained 165 (9%) DPPs. The contribution of

Slovak IMPACT model
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different treatment methods was generally consistent when compared men and women with

the exception of statins for hypercholesterolemia in women where this treatment explained

19% DPPs.

Risk factor changes

Estimated effects of risk factors are summarised in Table 2. Most of them showed adverse

trends, generating additional deaths.

Despite the overall prevalence of smoking decreased by 3% over the period, persistently

high smoking prevalence in older groups resulted in 310 additional deaths.

In the observed period SBP trends increased in men but decreased slightly in women. The

adverse trends resulted in 220 additional deaths, after subtracting the effect of antihypertensive

treatments.

Adverse trends in physical inactivity, BMI and diabetes prevalence resulted in approxi-

mately 215 additional deaths (90, 70 and 55 additional deaths respectively).

The only risk factor showing favourable trends was total cholesterol. A decrease of total

cholesterol of 0.6 mmol/l resulted in approximately 1490 fewer deaths.

The net result of these contrasting trends was that 745 deaths were postponed or prevented

by risk factor changes (41% of the observed fall in mortality), thanks solely to the modest reduc-

tions in population cholesterol levels (and not including reductions attributable to statins).

Sensitivity analysis and model validation

Our results remained reasonably stable in the sensitivity analysis (Figure C in S1 Appendix).

The model explained 1660 of the estimated 1820 DPPs with an overall model fit of 91%. Fit in

older age groups was not so good (Figure D in S1 Appendix).

Discussion

Age-adjusted CHD mortality rates in the Slovak adult population decreased by a quarter

between 1993 and 2008. Our model suggests that approximately half of that CHD mortality

Table 1. Effects of treatments methods to the CHD mortality decrease between the years 1993–2008 in the population of 25–74 years old Slovaks.

Total population Men Woman

DPPs

Best estimate

and range�

% of total fall in

mortality (range)

DPPs

Best estimate

and range�

% of total fall in

mortality in men

(range)

DPPs

Best estimate

and range�

% of total fall in

mortality in women

(range)

Initial treatments of AMI 75 (40–140) 4.1 (2.1–7.6) 60 (30–105) 4.8 (2.5–8.8) 20 (10–30) 2.9 (1.3–5.3)

Unstable angina 90 (40–180) 4.9 (2.0–9.8) 55 (20–110) 4.5 (1.8–9.0) 35 (15–70) 5.8 (2.4–11.5)

Secondary prevention following

AMI

130 (35–365) 7.0 (2.0–20.0) 85 (25–245) 7.3 (2.1–20.5) 40 (10–120) 6.6 (1.8–19.2)

Secondary prevention following

CABG and PTCA

20 (5–55) 1.2 (0.4–3.0) 15 (5–40) 1.3 (0.4–3.2) 5 (0–15) 1.0 (0.3–2.5)

Stable angina 80 (25–205) 4.4 (1.5–11.2) 40 (15–95) 3.3 (1.2–8.0) 40 (10–110) 6.5 (2.0–17.5)

Hospital heart failure 100 (30–275) 5.5 (1.6–15.1) 60 (20–170) 5.2 (1.5–14.2) 40 (10–105) 6.2 (1.8–17.0)

Community heart failure 110 (35–285) 6.1 (1.9–15.6) 70 (25–185) 5.9 (1.9–15.2) 40 (10–100) 6.4 (2.0–16.5)

Statins (primary prevention) 165 (55–405) 9.0 (2.9–22.3) 45 (15–110) 3.7 (1.2–9.3) 120 (40–295) 19.2 (6.3–47.8)

Antihypertensives (primary

prevention)

145 (25–205) 8.0 (1.3–11.3) 85 (15–125) 7.2 (1.2–10.5) 60 (10–80) 9.4 (1.6–12.8)

Total treatments 915 50.2 515 43.2 400 64.0

� The absolute numbers of DPPs were rounded to the nearest multiple of 5 (e.g. 6 became 5), therefore small inaccuracies may occur

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0190090.t001
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decline might be attributed to the increased use of evidence-based treatments, and approxi-

mately 40% might be explained by improvements in risk factors, principally total cholesterol.

This 40% is smaller than the contribution seen in neighbouring countries like in Poland (54%)

[7] and the Czech Republic (52%) [5].

The most important driver of the decrease in CHD mortality in the SR was the contribution

of evidence-based treatments, mainly acute and chronic HF and treatments of AMI. This per-

haps is not surprising. Since 1993, the number of invasive cardiology centres has doubled from

three to six in the country and the number of PTCA increased exponentially from approxi-

mately 125 in 1993 to 5575 in 2008, many being performed in the ACS setting. We also

observed substantial improvements in the uptake of key pharmacological treatments such as

ACE inhibitors, β-blockers and statins in all disease groups.

Primary prevention treatments also helped; and about 8% of total DPPs could be attributed

to increased use of antihypertensive therapies and 9% to statins. We observed considerable dif-

ferences in contribution of statins as primary prevention between men and women. While

statins in this setting explained approximately 4% DPPs in men, they apparently explained

19% DPPs in women. This discrepancy might partly reflect a frustrating lack of local data on

statin uptake as primary prevention as well as on the number of eligible patients. The best

available data from CINDI and EHES surveys were both limited to ages less than 65. We there-

fore had to estimate inputs for the group aged 65–74 years (see S1 Appendix for more details).

Treatment contributions alone were not powerful enough to achieve faster rates in mortal-

ity decline, particularly given the generally adverse trends in risk factors which resulted in

additional deaths.

Table 2. Effects of risk factors changes to the CHD mortality decrease between the years 1993–2008 in the population of 25–74 years old Slovaks.

Prevalence/average a Change Deaths prevented or postponed Deaths prevented or postponed (%)

1993 2008 Absolute Best Min. Max. Best Min. Max.

Smoking 0.23 0.20 0.03 -310 -370 -245 -17 -20 -14
Males 0.29 0.25 0.04 -125 -150 -100 -7 -8 -6
Females 0.17 0.14 0.03 -185 -220 -145 -10 -12 -8
Systolic blood pressure 132.0 131.9 0.08 -220 -600 195 -12 -33 11
Males 133.8 136.6 -2.81 -510 -750 -285 -28 -41 -16
Females 130.3 127.5 2.82 290 150 475 16 8 26
Cholesterol 5.78 5.19 0.60 1490 380 2335 82 21 128
Males 5.66 5.13 0.53 1120 485 1640 61 27 90
Females 5.89 5.24 0.66 370 -105 695 20 -6 38
Physical inactivity 0.28 0.29 -0.003 -90 -105 -70 -5 -6 -4
Males 0.22 0.27 -0.05 -80 -100 -65 -4.5 -5.4 -3.6
Females 0.34 0.30 0.04 -5 -10 -5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3
Body Mass Index 26.34 26.60 -0.26 -70 -110 -40 -4 -6 -2
Males 26.56 27.21 -0.65 -60 -90 -30 -3 -5 -2
Females 26.12 26.02 0.10 -15 -20 -5 -0.7 -1.1 -0.4
Diabetes 0.09 0.10 -0.01 -55 -65 -45 -3 -4 -2
Males 0.09 0.10 -0.01 -45 -55 -35 -2 -3 -2
Females 0.090 0.093 -0.003 -10 -15 -10 -0.6 -0.7 -0.5
Total risk factors 745 - - 41% - -

a weighted average of all age groups and both sexes

The absolute numbers of DPPs were rounded to the nearest multiple of 5 (e.g. 6 became 5), therefore small inaccuracies may occur.

Negative values denote additional deaths

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0190090.t002
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Thus between 1993 and 2008, although systolic blood pressure decreased in women, it

increased in men generating over 200 additional deaths. A similar phenomenon was also

observed in the Polish population [7]. The reason of these important and worrying sex differ-

ences in blood pressure trends remains unclear, and more research is clearly needed.

Despite the decreasing overall prevalence of smoking, the effect of smoking in the model is

negative (310 additional deaths), mainly reflecting the increasing prevalence in older men and

women. Similar trend but only in women was observed also in neighbouring Czech [5] and

Polish [7] populations. This worrying phenomenon clearly needs further analysis.

Decreasing physical activity especially in males generated 90 additional deaths. Similar

adverse trends have also been observed in Ireland [27] and the West Bank [28]. Similarly,

increases in diabetes prevalence and BMI generated almost 130 additional deaths.

Only total cholesterol showed significant improvements (a 0.53 mmol/l reduction in men

and 0.66 mmol/l in women). This contributed almost 1500 fewer deaths, essentially all the

fewer deaths attributable to risk factors improvements. This substantial contribution is consis-

tent with trends in the Czech Republic [5], Poland [7] and many other Western European

countries [16,27,29–31]. In Central European countries, favourable changes in diet after the

fall of the communist economy were observed. The free market provided relatively cheap

vegetable oils, fruit and vegetables in Poland after 1990. The polyunsaturated/saturate ratio

improved substantially and CHD rates fell by a quarter within five years. Similar trends were

reported in East Germany, Hungary and the Czech Republic [6,32,33]. Likewise in Slovakia,

the ratio of animal to vegetable fats supplies decreased from approximately 2 to approximately

1.3 over the study period [34]. The consumption of beef, pork, pork fat and butter decreased

while consumption of poultry and fish, vegetable oils, fruits and nuts all increased [35]. Popu-

lation wide changes in diet might thus be responsible for the substantial declines in cholesterol

levels and corresponding mortality falls in the region.

Strengths and limitations

The IMPACT model is comprehensive, and takes into account all known important down-

stream risk factors and all standard treatments. The model has been previously validated in

many Western countries and its results are consistent with other analyses performed in the

same settings. However, several limitations should also be considered.

First, the Slovak IMPACT model was able to explain 91% of estimated DPPs but the fit

within specific age groups was less perfect, much as in some other studies [28]. The remaining

9% unexplained by the model may reflect imprecisions in factor measurement, and also failure

to include all the possible CHD risk factors, such as socioeconomics or psychosocial measures,

environmental factors or fruit and vegetable consumption.

Second, quality issues with mortality data and coding quality might be an issue in Slovakia

[36,37], affecting precise number of deaths explained by the model. However, Mathers et al.

[38] listed Slovakia among the countries with mortality data of high quality, adequate for pub-

lic health analysis. We also assumed a minimal lag time between changes in risk factors and

changes in mortality, perhaps reasonably [39].

Although data from the CINDI studies comes from regular surveys in single one district in

the middle of the country that might be cautiously generalizable to the wider population [17].

In many cases data even did not exist. This can happen even in countries with far more devel-

oped surveillance systems. We therefore needed to make appropriate assumptions when pri-

mary data was not available. In line with modelling best practice, we have detailed and

summarized all our estimations in S1 Appendix, and tested these in the sensitivity analysis.

Slovakia clearly needs a monitoring system of non-communicable disease morbidity and
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determinants to better inform public health policy. Sadly, since 2012 when the last EHES study

was conducted, to our knowledge there has only been one European Health Interview Survey

(EHIS 2014) and that does not include objective measurements such as SBP or TC [40].

Third, the model used data on treatment efficacy from randomized controlled trials that

may overestimate benefits in the wider population. Few specific Slovak data were available on

case-fatality rates, so these were based on data from the United Kingdom and US. Residual

double counting of some individual patients also remains possible.

Modern cardiologic treatments have made a significant contribution to the modest decline

in CHD mortality, but more can be done. Effective, population-wide policies focused on

tobacco control, reducing of salt and trans fats content in industrial food, appropriate and

understandable food labelling and advertisement control may be effective in fighting CHD.

They are also cost-saving and equitable, and can deliver results surprisingly rapidly [39,41].

Downstream interventions focussed on individuals appear less effective [42].

In conclusion, this modelling study is to our knowledge the first attempt to conduct a com-

prehensive analysis of CHD mortality trends integrating available data about risk factors and

treatments uptake in Slovakia, and contributes to understand the complex reasons behind the

decline of CHD mortality in Central Europe. The adverse trends observed in most cardiovas-

cular risk factors are deeply worrying, and emphasise the need for more energetic population-

wide prevention policies.

Supporting information

S1 Appendix. Appendix for the Slovak IMPACT model, 1993–2008.

(DOCX)
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